Electronic security in daily life
Electronic security refers to any electronic or mechanical alarm signalling devices that performs security
operations like alarming, surveillance to protect and safeguard person’s or property’s
identity/information. The importance of security is paramount in any organization. Electronic security is
broadly used in all types of workplaces whether it is cooperative, commercial, personal. In this era of
competition, one can’t imagine running any business or organization without electronic security.
Electronic security is used for home automation, residential, commercial, industrial, and medical and
any service we can think of. It could be divided into various categories such as CCTV surveillance
security, alarming, access control. CCTV is used in almost all organizations to control and monitor its
operations. Information security is used to keep confidential information available to only authorized
personals so that only right person could access information. Alarming system is designed to prevent
unauthorized entry into any organization or area. Car alarm system is a great example in our daily life.
You can park your car anywhere and enjoy your time knowing that your car been has been protected by
alarm security. Electronic security reduces the risks of happening of unfortunate events at any place that
helps in lowering down the crime rate. Having security system installed would help in detecting any
suspected issues and resolve them at a right moment. Employees feel safer in work environment
knowing everything is being monitored. Sense of security among workers would enhance an
organization’s performance. Increase in efficiency and effectiveness of an organization’s performance
would boost productivity. It is very important for any organization to have security system in this
modern era of competition. Competition brings several threats and challenges for companies. So, it is
very important for companies to have security systems to achieve their major goals and objectives in
order to improve the trade of their companies. It also helps in protecting confidential information of
companies and their employees. An information security system plays an important role in building trust
of employees in their companies by protecting their personal information. Surveys have shown that
more satisfied the employees are, more it boosts companies turnover.
Importance of electronic security in our daily life is undeniable. However, it also has some drawbacks
too. People are reliant on security systems so much that they can’t function if electronic system shuts
down. All the operations would be shut down. People won’t be able to mentally awake in case of
unfortunate events. With information security systems, there is a great risk of breach of confidentiality.
Every day we come across news how some companies breach their customer data. Biggest example of
2017 is Gmail. Users were targeted in phishing scam where third-party gained access to users account.
Almost 1 million users were affected in a period of one hour. However, advantages of electronic security
outweighs drawbacks. You can be thousand miles away from your home enjoying vacation and can still
keep an eye on your business and home. Knowing that everything is being monitored in your absence
provides a great sense of security and relieve to owners. Not only business owners but households also
benefits a lot from security systems. Thus, it is safe to say that electronic security has impacted our lives
in a great way. We are embracing the convenience of electronic security in our daily lives.

